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Objectives
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▪Identify the importance of assessing frontline team member knowledge 

related to infusion pump functionality.

▪Demonstrate the process implemented for Riley pump updates in 

collaboration with National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators 

(NDNQI) audits.

▪Develop a communication plan for individuals responsible for pump 

updates.



Reason for Action
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▪Current IV pump update process at Riley leaves 

approximately 40% of pumps with outdated datasets, 

leading to a risk for medication error.

▪ Scope: IV pumps located inside Riley Hospital for Children and outpatient settings

▪ Trigger: Alaris monthly updates do not have a defined process or an oversite for accountability

▪ Done: Alaris pump monthly updates have a defined process and an oversite for accountability



Alaris Pump Saturation Workgroup
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▪Clinical Engineering

▪Clinical IS

▪Nursing 

▪Pharmacy



Knowledge
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•Frontline nurses unaware of update process 
and not assessing data set accuracy 

Problem

•Pre/Post Survey

•Awareness through huddles

Intervention



Knowledge
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How often do Alaris pump dataset updates occur at Riley?
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56% correct 73% correct 



Dataset name
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•Difficult to assess if dataset is current based 
on name

Problem

•Expiration date added to dataset name 

Intervention



IV pump update day (3rd Wednesday of the month)
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•Pump updates occur on high census days

•NDNQI auditors routinely pulled into staffing

•Auditors responsible for updating pumps

Problem

•NDNQI audits switched to Monday with lower census

•Less likelihood of staffing responsibility on Mondays

•Bedside nurses responsible for routine Wednesday pump 
updates, followed by Monday audit

Intervention



IV pump update day (3rd Wednesday of the month)
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▪ IV pump update 

(Wednesday) 

▪ New NDNQI/ pump 

update audit day 

(Monday)



Communication
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•No process to maintain list of current NDNQI auditors

•Managers do not receive communication about pump updates

Problem

•Universal distribution list created with process for update in 
place 

• Invites added to all manager and auditor calendars

•Pump updates discussed in daily leadership huddle

Intervention



% pumps with 
correct data set 
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Sharing the Data
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▪Communication 

flyers to leaders 

monthly showing 

progress on IV 

Pump Saturation
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% infusions with 
correct data set 
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Sharing the Data

▪Communication 

flyers to leaders 

monthly showing 

number of expired 

infusions
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